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ABSTRACT: We report a mechanistic investigation of the
electrochemical behavior of TiO2 nanotubes (NTs) in
amorphous and anatase phases during sodiation/desodiation.
The local structure variations of these two host structures
upon Na+ uptake/release are comparatively examined by X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) at the Ti K and L, O
K, and Na K edges. Upon Na+ insertion/extraction, the
surface/near surface XANES analysis at the Ti K edge suggests
that the surface/near surface of TiO2 NTs in both phases is
partially reduced to metallic Ti from the unstable sodium
titanate formed at the electrolyte/electrode interface, and the
sodiation of amorphous NTs is more effective than anatase
ones. More importantly, it further reveals that irreversible phase transformations from pure amorphous and anatase TiO2 to
amorphous sodium titanate take place on the NT surface/near surface after the first cycle of discharge/charge. The bulk XANES
analysis at the Ti L edge demonstrates that irreversible phase transformation also proceeds in the bulk of these two phase
structures, where, however, the formation stable amorphous sodium titanate is observed. All the findings are corroborated by
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and XANES analysis at the O K and Na K edges.

■ INTRODUCTION

Current research in TiO2 engineering has made a promising
progress toward its applications in photocatalysis,1,2 dye-
sensitized solar cells,3,4 supercapacitors,5,6 and rechargeable
battery systems such as lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and
sodium-ion batteries (SIBs).7−10 As for the latter, TiO2 has
been shown to exhibit excellent cyclability and high rate
capability as an anode material in LIBs and SIBs, due to its
open structure for the fast transport of lithium and sodium
ions.7,8 Nonetheless, although both alkali metal ions have
theoretically comparable activation barrier for insertion in/
extraction out of titania lattice,11 their ionic size difference has
resulted in different electrochemical reaction mechanisms. For
example, the reaction of Li+ with anatase TiO2 exhibits a two-
phase transition process, showing reversible plateaus in the
potential−capacity curve,7,12,13 whereas the reaction of Na+

with anatase TiO2 shows no plateau, which has usually been
assigned to its pseudocapacitive nature (i.e., Na+ rather adsorbs
than diffuses inside the lattice) during cycling.8,14 As a thorough
understanding of the lithiation process in nanostructured TiO2
anodes has been worked out in a previous report,7 efforts in this
work deal with the sodiation mechanism in nanostructured
TiO2 anodes.
Since the initial work of Xiong et al.,15 the use of TiO2 as a

host for Na+ accommodation has been widely studied. Recent

development of efficient TiO2 nanomaterials for Na
+ insertion

concentrates on their phase differences; particularly the focus is
placed on amorphous15,16 and anatase TiO2

17−20 due to their
excellent cyclability and high rate performance. First, the highly
distorted (locally) amorphous structure with rich defects and
voids is desirable for the accommodation of Na+. Also,
compared to crystalline TiO2, the diffusion of Na+ can be
enhanced in amorphous TiO2 which provides more percolation
pathways due to its increased interfacial regions.15 Second,
anatase TiO2 also shows its excellent capacity for Na+

accommodation due to the following considerations: (1) the
two-dimensional Na+ diffusion tunnels along the a and b axes
with a size of 3.725 Å × 3.785 Å (Figure S1 in Supporting
Information) suitable for the interstitial accommodation of Na+

(1.02 Å), (2) low insertion potential (∼1 V vs Na+/Na), and
(3) high theoretical capacity of ∼335 mAh g−1.8,18,19,21−23

However, the Na+ reaction mechanism with TiO2 is still not
clearly understood although many efforts have been made. For
example, Xiong et al.15 and Kim et al.9 applied XANES analysis
on the progress of Na+ insertion/extraction in amorphous and
anatase TiO2, and both provide evidence for the reversible Na+
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uptake/release with charge neutrality considerations, i.e., that
the reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ occurs upon Na+ insertion and the
oxidation of Ti3+ to Ti4+ takes place upon Na+ extraction.
Similarly, additional ex situ X-ray diffraction (XRD), nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), and electrochemical studies
further corroborate the reversible Na+ insertion/extraction
without affecting the integrity of the TiO2 host struc-
ture.14,16,24,25 Nevertheless, a recent finding by Wu et al.8

showed an irreversible TiO2 phase transformation from anatase
to a stable amorphous sodium titanate along with the formation
of metallic Ti upon the initial sodiation of anatase TiO2
nanoparticles. They claimed that the newly formed sodium
titanate structure is in the amorphous form instead of the
initially crystalline anatase TiO2; this accounts for the reversible
Na+ uptake/release as well as the superior SIB performance.
Accordingly, strong evidence is provided by in situ XRD, ex situ
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Raman spectros-
copy. Yet, the structure of as-detected sodium titanate remains
unknown, and the evidence for irreversible phase trans-
formation, especially the formation of metallic Ti, has only
been demonstrated from surface characterization (i.e., XPS)
whereas the sodiation mechanism in the bulk of TiO2 is still
lacking. Therefore, despite the excellent SIB performance
reported in literature using TiO2,

19,21,25 a further study to glean
a comprehensive understanding of the Na+ insertion/extraction
mechanism in TiO2 is of foremost importance, in order to
achieve the desired energy and power densities of SIB using
TiO2 as an anode material.
In this paper, we report an experiment in which anodic TiO2

NT attached on Ti metal foil is used directly as the anode
material in a SIB system for the study of Na+ accommodation
due to its unique structure and alignment, allowing for efficient
ionic/electronic mobility.21 XANES, arguably the most suitable
technique to investigate the local structure variation of TiO2
upon sodiation/desodiation, is used. As XANES records the
core level excitation of element of interest, the effect of Na+

insertion/extraction on the local structure of TiO2 can be
tracked from site specific perspectives, i.e., Ti, O, and Na.
Moreover, XANES is a local probe; it has a unique advantage
for studying amorphous structures. In addition, these elements
of interest have their core levels in the soft X-ray region, and
XANES recorded in total electron yield (TEY) and partial
fluorescence yield (PLY), respectively, can be employed to
track the surface/near surface and bulk local structures due to
their different probing depths.26,27 Herein, we provide an
insight of the mechanism for Na+ reaction with TiO2 NTs, in
which we track the progress of Na+ uptake/release in
amorphous and anatase structures with depth information by
comparatively examining the XANES at the Ti K-edge, Ti L3,2-
edge, O K-edge, and Na K-edge with TEY and PFY.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. Vertically aligned TiO2 NTs were

prepared by an electrochemical anodization method. In a
standard two-electrode electrochemical cell, Ti foil (0.1 mm
thick, Goodfellow) with a size of 1 cm × 0.5 cm was the anode
while a Pt wire was used as cathode. The electrolyte
composition included 0.3 wt % NH4F (ACS, 98.0% min, Alfa
Aesar), 2 vol % H2O, and ethylene glycol. To obtain ordered
NTs with good geometry and alignment, a two-step
anodization procedure was applied. In the first step, Ti foil
was anodized at 50 V for 4 h, and then the first TiO2 layer was
removed by ultrasonication in 1 M HCl. Next, the refreshed Ti

foil was rinsed with water and then ethanol several times and
then dried with N2 gas. In the second step, to ensure the
conductivity of Ti substrate for the following battery test, one
side of Ti foil was covered by nail polish to prevent Ti from
oxidization. For the second anodization, the same procedure as
in the first step was employed, and the one side of refreshed Ti
foil was anodized at 50 V for 40 min. Later on, the as-grown
NTs attached to the Ti substrate were rinsed with ethanol
several times to remove the excess electrolyte and dried with N2

gas, and the nail polish on the back side was carefully removed
by ethanol infiltrated Kimwipes. To initiate the anatase
crystallization, the as-grown amorphous NTs were annealed
at 450 °C for 2 h to obtain anatase TiO2 NTs.

26

Electrochemical Characterization. The electrochemical
performance of amorphous and anatase TiO2 NTs on Ti
substrates (5 mm × 5 mm) was evaluated in coin-type half cells.
The coin-type half cells were assembled in an argon-filled
glovebox ([O2] < 1 ppm, [H2O] < 1 ppm), using
polypropylene (Celgard 3501) as the separator and Na metal
as the counter electrode. The electrolyte was 1 M NaClO4 in
ethylene carbonate (EC) and propylene carbonate (PC) in a
volume ratio of 1:1. Charge−discharge cycling at a constant
current mode was carried out on the Arbin BT-2000 battery
test system. The electrochemical performance was measured in
a voltage range of 0.01−2.0 V at room temperature. The
specific areal capacity (μAh cm−2) was used to compare the
performance of amorphous and anatase TiO2 NTs because it is
unable to measure the accurate amount of TiO2 NTs on the Ti
substrates. TiO2 NTs charged or discharged at certain
potentials were harvested by disassembling the coin-type half
cells in the glovebox and washed with the PC solvent. Then the
TiO2 NTs samples were sealed with Kapton tapes and put into
an argon-filled container to prevent exposure to the air before
synchrotron measurements.

Morphology and Structural Characterizations. Scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images and energy dispersive
X-ray (EDX) mapping were recorded by a LEO (Zeiss) 1540
XB SEM facility operating at 10 kV. XANES measurements
were performed at the Canadian Light Source (CLS, Saskatoon,
SK, Canada). The Ti K-edge was recorded at the Soft X-ray
Microcharacterization Beamline (SXRMB) using Si(111)
monochromator crystals,28 whereas the Ti L3,2-edge, O K-
edge, and Na K-edge were tracked at the Spherical Grating
Monochromator (SGM) beamline.29 Note that both beamlines
have an energy resolution E/ΔE > 5000, and XANES
experiments were measured using total electron yield (TEY)
and partial fluorescence yield (PFY). Typically, TEY and PFY
at shallow absorption edges (soft X-rays region) provide
different probing depths which can be used as surface/near
surface- and bulk-sensitive techniques, respectively. Whereas
TEY tracks the outgoing secondary electrons by measuring the
specimen current, PFY collects the outgoing characteristic X-
ray fluorescence of the element of interest using four silicon
drift detectors.26,30 To erase the X-ray polarization effect, a
glancing angle of 45° was applied to all the X-ray measurements
where the vertically aligned NTs attached on Ti substrate were
mounted on a Cu holder and facing up. Whereas TEY was
recorded by monitoring the specimen current, PFY was collect
with a detection angle of 90° to the incident X-ray beam.27 All
spectra were normalized to the incident photon flux.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Charge and Discharge Profile and Morphology. The

initial discharge and charge profiles of amorphous and
crystalline TiO2 NTs are displayed in Figure 1a and Figure
1b, respectively. Consistent with earlier reports,8,9,15 the shapes
of sodium discharging/charging curves of both amorphous and
crystalline TiO2 do not show obvious potential plateaus. For
the sake of convenience, the areal capacities are provided in this
study as the two sets of NTs were synthesized from the same
batch and the net mass of the active material was difficult to
quantify (where the total mass of TiO2 NT thin film and Ti
substrate remains constant before and after crystallization, i.e.,
no mass change of active material during crystallization). As
shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1b, the amorphous TiO2 NTs
generally delivers a higher areal capacity than the crystalline
ones, further corroborated by the long-term cycling perform-
ance where both TiO2 phase structures exhibit excellent
cyclability upon Na+ uptake/release (Figure S2). It is mainly
due to the defect-rich and disordered structure of amorphous
TiO2, allowing the easier accommodation of sodium ions.7,10,16

In an attempt to gain insights into Na+ insertion/extraction
mechanism of TiO2 NTs, we prepared a number of amorphous
and crystalline NT specimens, discharged/charged respectively
at five different potentials during the first cycle for further
characterization and analysis. As highlighted in Figure 1a and

Figure 1b, x-1 (where x is am or c) stands for the freshly as-
made NT specimen, whereas x-2 and x-3 are discharged to 0.5
and 0.01 V, respectively, and x-4 and x-5 are individually
charged back to 0.9 and 2.0 V, respectively.
To track the morphology evolution of NTs during the

sodiation/desodiation process, we recorded the top and side
SEM images of x-1, x-3, and x-5 as shown in Figure 1c−e and
Figure 1f−h for amorphous and crystalline TiO2 NT
specimens, respectively. Apparently, both sets of TiO2 NTs
(with an inner NT diameter of ∼70 nm and a NT wall
thickness of ∼30 nm) with a thickness of 4 μm (Figure S3)
undergo a negligible morphology change upon Na+ insertion/
extraction. It suggests that the stress and strain in TiO2 induced
by Na+ uptake/release can be easily accommodated by the
nanotubular structure due to its large surface to volume ratio as
well as the presence of voids.7 To evaluate the sodium
accommodation capacities of amorphous and crystalline TiO2
NTs, we used energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental analysis
(Figure S4), which demonstrates the Na/Ti atomic ratios of 0
(am-1), 0.72 (am-2), 1.34 (am-3), 1.05 (am-4), and 0.85 (am-
5) for amorphous TiO2 NT specimens and 0 (c-1), 0.05 (c-2),
0.43 (c-3), 0.32 (c-4), and 0.22 (c-5) for crystalline ones. On
the basis of the EDX results, three points should be noted.
First, it is clear that amorphous TiO2 NT has a much higher
Na+ accommodation capacity than the crystalline counterpart

Figure 1. First-cycle discharge/charge curves of (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline TiO2 NTs with potential plotted as a function of areal capacity
(μAh cm−2). Five discharge/charge potentials are labeled where the following characterization and analysis are carried out. (c−e) Top/side SEM
views of am-1, am-3, and am-5 NT specimens as indicated in (a). (f−h) Top/side SEM views of c-1, c-3, and c-5 NT specimens as indicated in (b).
The unlabeled scale bars of SEM images are 100 nm.
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due to the larger Na/Ti atomic ratio of the former, in good
agreement with the electrochemical performance results
(Figure 1a, Figure 1b, and Figure S2). Second, both am-5
and c-5 show the presence of sodium after being fully charged
back to 2.0 V. It suggests that a certain amount of Na+ is
irreversibly trapped into the titania host structures (both
phases) during the first cycle. Last, the Na/Ti atomic ratio
difference between x-3 and x-5 indicates that nearly 0.49 and
0.21 Na per TiO2 can be reversibly accommodated within the
amorphous and crystalline TiO2 NTs, respectively, doubly
confirming that amorphous TiO2 is a better host for Na+

storage than the crystalline form.
It is noteworthy that flower-like structures show up and cover

the top surface of NTs once discharged to 0.01 V (Figure 1d
and Figure 1g), and they disappear when NTs are fully charged
(Figure 1e and Figure 1h). To determine the chemical
components involved in those flower-like structures, EDX
mapping of amorphous NTs (am-2) is taken at a region (shown
in Figure 2a) with less densification of those structures. As
shown in Figure 2, Na, C, O, Ti, and F elements are included in
this area, and the top flower-like structures are mainly
composed of Na, C, and O. EDX mapping of crystalline NTs
shows similar finding (Figure S5). The structural analysis of
these flower-like structures will be addressed later.
Crystal Structure upon Na+ Insertion and Extraction.

The crystal structure and crystallinity evolution of TiO2 NTs
upon Na+ insertion/extraction were tracked by X-ray diffraction
(XRD). As shown in Figure S6, amorphous NT specimens, as
expected, only exhibit the Ti metal reflections from the
substrate. Figure 3a shows XRD results of crystalline TiO2 NTs
during Na+ uptake/release. Beyond the dominant Ti substrate
signals (JCPDS 44-1294, labeled with ∗), the presence of (101)
and (200) reflections attributed to anatase TiO2 (JCPDS 65-
5714) is observed, of which the magnification of (101)
reflection is displayed in Figure 3b for clarity. Upon discharge
to 0.5 V (c-2), the anatase crystal structure as well as the
crystallinity is retained, suggesting that the areal capacity
observed at this point (Figure 1b) is mainly associated with a

pseudocapacitive process (i.e., Na+ is adsorbed rather than
stored inside the lattice).8,14 Once discharged to 0.01 V (c-3),
the anatase host structure suffers a sharp crystallinity decrease,
and the loss of crystallinity is not restored even when the NT
specimen is fully charged (c-5).
Several interesting points can be noticed here. First of all, the

decrease of anatase crystallinity from c-2 to c-3 indicates that an
amorphization process results from the electrochemical
reaction between anatase TiO2 host and external Na+. More
importantly, no regain of the partially lost crystallinity in the
charge process unambiguously illustrates that the amorphiza-
tion process observed in the initial discharge process is
irreversible. However, it is also apparent that a certain amount
of anatase structure remains intact during the discharge/charge
process, implying that Na+ proceeds inhomogeneously in the
anatase TiO2 NT specimen upon electrochemical interaction.
These findings are clearly in contrast to Kim et al.9 and
Gonzalez14 et al. but rather in line with Wu et al.8

Tracking the Na+ Insertion and Extraction from the Ti
Perspective with XANES. To disclose the effect of Na+

Figure 2. EDX mapping of am-2 NT specimen: (a) SEM image of the region of interest; (b−f) elemental mappings for Na (cyan), C (red), O
(yellow), Ti (purple), and F (green), respectively.

Figure 3. (a) XRD results of c-1, c-2, c-3, c-4, and c-5 NT specimens
(indicated in Figure 1b). Peaks labeled with ∗ can be assigned to the
Ti substrate. (b) Magnification of the 2θ region from 24.4° to 25.6°,
showing the evolution of the (101) peak during Na+ insertion/
extraction.
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insertion/extraction on the electronic structures of amorphous
and anatase TiO2 NT hosts, Ti K-edge XANES recorded in
total electron yield (TEY) and Ti L-edge XANES measured in
partial fluorescence yield (PFY) are applied as surface/near
surface and bulk analysis techniques, respectively. Note that
TEY collects mainly the secondary electrons which have a
shallow electron escape depth of several to tens of nanometers
(surface/near surface-sensitive), whereas PFY compiles the X-
ray fluorescence which has an energy-dependent X-ray
attenuation length and can reach hundreds of nanometers
specifically at the Ti L-edge (bulk-sensitive, Figure S7).26,27

Parts a−c of Figure 4 show the Ti K-edge TEY XANES
spectra of amorphous and anatase NT specimens discharged/
charged at different potentials (Figure 1a and Figure 1b) as well
as standards (Ti foil, Ti2O3, anatase and rutile TiO2) for
comparison. In general, the interpretation of the Ti K-edge is
intricate, of which the main-edge features (above 4980 eV) can
be assigned to the dipole transition from Ti 1s to 4p states,
whereas the pre-edge features (before 4980 eV) are usually
ascribed to electronic transitions to hybridized states between
Ti 4p and 3d orbitals based on a mixture of quadrupole and
dipole excitations.7,31−34 The pre-edge features can be used as
fingerprints for tracking the local structure modification of Ti
atoms. As shown in Figure 4a, both anatase and rutile standards
deliver the similar pre-edge features. Whereas peak p2 can be

attributed to the quadrupole transition from Ti 1s to t2g states
of Ti absorber, feature p4 originates from dipole transitions
from Ti 1s to p states covalently hybridized with both t2g states
of Ti neighbor and eg states of Ti absorber, and resonance p5
can be assigned to dipole transition from Ti 1s to p states
covalently hybridized with the eg states of Ti neighbor.

7,31,35−37

As one extra electron is introduced in TiO2, its occupancy in Ti
3d orbital interferes with the O ligands, resulting in the broad
pre-edge feature, negative shift of the edge onset, and the lower
intensity of main-edge features at the Ti K-edge of Ti2O3. For
the case of Ti foil, although the origins of its broad pre-edge
features p1 and p3 at the Ti K-edge are still unknown, most
likely localized and containing d character embedded into the
conduction band, the highly intensified pre-edge resonances
together with the negative shift of its edge onset as well as
main-edge peak compared to TiO2 and Ti2O3 certainly
corroborate its metallic Ti0 character.7,15

Figure 4b shows the evolution of the Ti K-edge TEY XANES
spectra of amorphous NT specimens upon Na+ uptake/release.
Before the initial discharge, am-1 exhibits an intense peak p3 as
well as two shoulder features p1 and p5 at the Ti K pre-edge
region, which indicates the distorted or defective Ti local
environment with tetrahedral or pentahedral coordination in
the amorphous structure.7,38,39 After being discharged to 0.5 V,
am-2 undergoes a dramatic spectral change by showing a

Figure 4. Ti K-edge TEY XANES spectra of (a) standards including Ti foil, Ti2O3, anatase and rutile TiO2, (b) amorphous and (c) anatase NT
specimens discharged/charged at five potentials during the first cycle shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1b. The insets show the magnified views of the
corresponding pre-edge regions. Ti L3,2-edge PFY XANES spectra of (d) standards including Ti foil, Ti2O3, anatase and rutile TiO2, (e) amorphous
and (f) anatase NT specimens discharged/charged at five potentials during the first cycle are indicated in Figure 1a and Figure 1b.
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metallic Ti-like XANES pattern with intense peaks p1 and p3
together with the negative shift of its main-edge feature. The
surface/near surface formation of metallic Ti is further
confirmed by the Ti K-edge TEY XANES of am-3. Once
amorphous NTs are discharged to 0.01 V, the retention of
strong features p1 and p3 as well as the further negative shift of
main-edge feature of am-3 compared to am-2 evidently suggests
that the introduction of Na+ into the surface/near surface
titania lattice not only can induce the reduction of Ti4+ into
Ti3+ for charge neutrality considerations as suggested earlier15

but also is capable of reducing TiO2 further into metallic Ti
after the electrochemical reaction.
By charging back to 0.9 V, despite the characteristics of

metallic Ti at the pre-edge region being retained, am-4 endures
a partial oxidization along with the extraction of Na+ as its
main-edge feature at the Ti K-edge exhibits a positive shift
compared to am-3. Once the amorphous NTs are fully charged
to 2 V, the general Ti K-edge spectrum pattern of am-5
resembles that of am-1, rendering the amorphous TiO2 NT as a
suitable host for the Na+ accommodation. Nonetheless, the
XANES spectrum of am-5 shows the more intense pre-edge
features and a slightly negative shift of its edge onset compared
to that of am-1, demonstrating that the reduction induced by
Na+ insertion is not fully reversible. It reveals that a small
amount of Na+ inserted into the amorphous TiO2 lattice from
initial discharge would remain in the host structure even after
initially full charge rather than have a fully reversible extraction,
which echoes the EDX analysis after the first cycle discussed
above. Note that in contradiction to the reversible Na+

insertion/extraction in amorphous TiO2 reported in previous
studies,15,16 for the first time we show the formation of metallic
Ti on the surface/near surface as well as the evidence for
irreversible Na+ uptake/release in amorphous TiO2 NT matrix,
which, however, is similar to the recent study of Na+ insertion
in anatase TiO2 nanoparticles.

8

Figure 4c illustrates the evolution of the local structure of
surface/near surface Ti at the Ti K-edge of anatase NTs upon
Na+ intercalation/deintercalation. Both c-1 and c-2 share the
same anatase TiO2 XANES profile. It indicates that the
electrochemical reaction at the discharging potential range of
2.2−0.5 V mainly results in the electrolyte decomposition and/
or the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)8,14 rather
than the reaction of Na+ with anatase TiO2, in accord with the
above XRD analysis (Figure 3). As the anatase NTs are
discharged to 0.01 V, an abrupt change is observed at the Ti K-
edge TEY XANES of c-3: at the pre-edge, the general broad
and intense features are displayed, where the metallic Ti
characteristics (peaks p1 and p3) are now noticeable, suggesting
the surface/near surface reduction of Ti4+ (TiO2) into Ti

0 upon
its interaction with Na+ as mentioned above. Meantime, the
decrease of Ti oxidation states in c-3 can be further confirmed
by the negative shift of its edge onset and the variation of its
main-edge feature, where the peak intensity sharply drops as
extra electrons fill the Ti 3d orbitals (hybridized with Ti 4p).
Furthermore, the flattening of the main-edge features of c-3
compared to the pronounced main-edge fine structures of c-1
and c-2 (crystalline anatase) indicates the sabotage of long-
range order of anatase TiO2 upon Na+ insertion. Partial
oxidation process takes place as the Na+ extraction proceeds.
Hence, both c-4 and c-5 show the decrease of pre-edge features
while the increase of main-edge peaks. Nevertheless, once fully
charged to 2 V, neither the pre-edge nor the main-edge of c-5
holds the anatase XANES features. Instead, an amorphous-like

Ti K-edge spectrum of c-5 analogous to that of am-5 is shown,
corroborating the XRD finding (Figure 3) that an irreversible
surface/near surface amorphization process takes place in
anatase TiO2 NTs upon Na+ uptake/release.
Since the X-ray attenuation length at the Ti K-edge (∼10

μm, Figure S7) is much larger than the tube length of the as-
made TiO2 NTs (∼4 μm, Figure S3), the predominant Ti
features from the Ti substrate are mainly observed from the Ti
K-edge PFY XANES spectra (not shown). Henceforth, PFY
XANES at the Ti L3,2-edge (with X-ray probing length of
hundreds of nanometers as indicated in Figure S7) is utilized in
this study to track the bulk Ti local structure evolution during
Na+ insertion/extraction. Note that TEY XANES at the Ti L3,2-
edge (with a probing depth of several nanometers) also can
deliver the surface local structure of Ti species. Nonetheless,
the discharged/charged TiO2 specimens suffer the oxidation
effect, consistent with the previous report;8 hence only oxidized
Ti features are observed from the Ti L3,2-edge TEY XANES
analysis (Figure S8). Instead, the formation of metallic Ti is
resolved by the Ti K-edge TEY XANES (with a probing depth
of tens of nanometers) as the TEY detection depth at the K-
edge is much larger than that at the L-edge due to the much
higher incident photon energy of the former edge.
Figure 4d shows the Ti L3,2-edge PFY XANES spectra of Ti

foil, Ti2O3, anatase and rutile TiO2 standards. The
interpretations of fine structures a−g are well established:26,30

whereas the two resonances a and b at the pre-edge region can
be attributed to core-hole−d-electron interactions, feature c
and the doublet (d + e) at the Ti L3-edge result from electronic
transitions from the Ti 2p3/2 to t2g and eg states, respectively,
and electronic transitions from the Ti 2p1/2 to t2g and eg states
correspond to the respective origins of peaks f and g at the Ti
L2-edge. Since the Ti eg orbitals align toward the O 2p orbitals,
the Ti L3-eg peak (doublet peaks d and e) possesses high
sensitivity of the Ti local environment, i.e., local symmetry and
oxidation state.26 For anatase and rutile TiO2 (Ti4+), the
intensity of the dominant peak d over that of e of the former as
well as the reverse case for the latter denotes their different
local symmetries of D2d and D2h, respectively. As an extra
electron fills in the Ti 3d orbital, the Ti L3,2-edge XANES of
Ti2O3 (Ti3+) exhibits a red shift and broadening due to the
Jahn−Teller distortion as well as exchange interaction, which is
in good agreement with previous reports.26,27 As for Ti foil with
more electrons occupying the Ti 3d orbital, the Ti L3,2-edge
PFY XANES of Ti metal expectedly delivers a further broad
spectrum together with a red shift compared to that of Ti2O3. It
should be mentioned that the Ti L3,2-edge PFY spectra shown
here get damped (i.e., less-resolved) due to self-absorption.26,30

Figure 4e compiles the Ti L3,2-edge PFY XANES of
amorphous NT specimens discharged/charged at different
potentials. Since the as-grown NTs are amorphous and have the
distorted local symmetry and a rich amount of Ti3+ states, the
Ti L3,2-edge spectrum of am-1 shows a general broad pattern
without the splitting of peak d.27 Upon Na+ uptake/release, the
bulk Ti local structure shows no obvious change except the
XANES spectrum of am-3 has a better resolvability compared
to those of the rest of the four, which unequivocally results
from the damping of self-absorption due to the presence of the
flower-like structure (containing Na, C, and O as shown in
Figure 2) residing on the top of amorphous TiO2 NTs (Figure
1d). Because the incoming X-ray will reach a shallower depth in
this NT specimen than the others due to the interference of the
top layer (without Ti) with absorption and scattering, the
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outcoming Ti Lα fluorescence X-ray would suffer less self-
absorption in am-3, leading to sharper features. More
importantly, the barely changed Ti local structure in the bulk
of amorphous NT specimens upon Na+ insertion/extraction
indicates that the bulk structure of Ti is well maintained during
the discharge/charge process.
A closer observation at the spectral features reveals a broad

dip at ∼461 eV (highlighted by orange arrow), corresponding
to Ti3+ character (Figure 4d), for all the discharged and charged
specimens (except am-1), confirming a reduction of Ti4+ to
Ti3+ in TiO2 upon Na+ intercalation.9,15 Moreover, the
retention of Ti3+ feature at ∼461 eV at the Ti L3,2-edge
XANES of am-5 suggests that part of the initially inserted Na+

would rather stay in the host structure instead of having a
reversible extraction, consistent with the residual sodium
components detected by EDX (Figure S4). In addition, the
metallic Ti signal, clearly resolved by the surface/near surface
analysis at the Ti K-edge TEY XANES (Figure 4b), is not
shown in the current bulk characterization as no severe
broadening or a negative shift of Ti L3,2-edge PFY spectrum is
observed by comparing to the standards (Figure 4d). It
indicates that the reduction of TiO2 to metallic Ti only occurs
on the surface/near surface of amorphous NTs where the initial
formation of metastable sodium titanate on the surface/near
surface upon Na+ insertion would be further converted into
metallic Ti due to the drastically electrochemical interaction at
the electrolyte/electrode interface.8 Nevertheless, the insertion
of Na+ into the bulk amorphous TiO2 lattice forms the more
stable sodium titanate species.
As for the tracking of the Na+ uptake/release process in the

bulk anatase lattice, Figure 4c provides the Ti L3,2-edge PFY
XANES of the crystalline anatase NT specimens discharged/
charged at different potentials. Within the discharging potential
of 1.8−0.5 V, no change of anatase XANES profile is seen
between c-1 and c-2, agreeing with the results revealed at the Ti
K-edge (Figure 4c). As the potential drops to 0.01 V, the

anatase characteristics disappear; instead, c-3 shows a Ti L3,2-
edge XANES pattern resembling an amorphous structure.
Interestingly, it is analogous to the Ti L3,2-edge PFY XANES of
am-3 where the enhanced spectral resolvability due to the
reduction of self-absorption mentioned above is clearly shown.
As the Na+ extraction proceeds along with the charging process,
both c-4 and c-5 display very similar amorphous Ti L3,2-edge
PFY XANES profiles, indicating that the irreversible anatase to
amorphous transformation upon Na+ insertion not only occurs
on the surface/near surface of initial crystalline TiO2 (Figure
4c) but also happens to the bulk of anatase TiO2 lattice.
Nonetheless, the formation of bulk sodium titanate is
comparatively stable such that no metallic Ti signal is detected,
in contrast to the surface/near surface analysis.
Therefore, the above surface/near surface and bulk analyses

from the Ti perspectives manifest great significance. At first, by
discharge to 0.5 V, the insertion of Na+ takes place in
amorphous TiO2 NT but not in anatase one, indicating that the
sodiation reaction in the former requires less energy than that
in the latter. It can be attributed to the more active nature of
amorphous TiO2 which holds a highly distorted and porous
structure with rich defects on its surface for the easier
adsorption and reaction of Na+,27 corroborating the much
greater areal capacity achieved in amorphous TiO2 NTs within
the discharging potential range of 2.2−0.5 V (Figure 1a).
Meantime, the electrochemical reaction between Na+ and
amorphous TiO2 results in the formation of metastable and
stable sodium titanates on the surface/near surface and the in
the bulk, respectively, of which the former would be further
reduced to metallic Ti along with the Na+ interaction. Then by
a further discharging to 0.01 V, the Na+ intercalation proceeds
further in amorphous NTs but it is first initiated in anatase
NTs, suggesting that sodiation of anatase TiO2 starts at a lower
voltage than amorphous one. It totally explains why Xiong et
al.15 only observed the electrochemical activity of amorphous
TiO2 but not the anatase one in their SIB performance by using

Figure 5. O K-edge XANES spectra of (a) standards including Na2CO3, Ti2O3, anatase and rutile TiO2, (b) am-3 and c-3 recorded in TEY mode,
and (c) am-1, am-5, c-1, and c-5 recorded in PFY mode. Na K-edge XANES of (d) Na2CO3 recorded in both TEY and PFY modes, (e) am-3 and c-3
recorded in TEY mode, and (f) am-5 and c-5 recorded in PFY mode.
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a cutoff discharge potential of 0.5 V. At this point, the portion
of metallic Ti of c-3 revealed by the Ti K-edge analysis is not as
significant as that of am-3. It indicates that amorphous TiO2
can uptake more Na+ than its anatase counterpart at the same
potential, which is in agreement with its higher total areal
capacity at 0.01 V (Figure 1a). Nevertheless, anatase TiO2 with
its two-dimensional Na+ diffusion tunnels (Figure S1) shows its
fast Na+ uptake capability after its initialization at a lower
discharge potential, which achieves a greater areal capacity
within the potential range of 0.5−0.01 V than amorphous NTs
as a comparison demonstrated in Figure 1a and Figure 1b.
Moreover, both amorphous and anatase host structures exhibit
the similar amorphous structures at the fully discharged state,
analogous to the amorphous sodium titanate.40

The above-described observation delivers a clear message
that whatever the initial host structure is (i.e., amorphous or
anatase), the electrochemical reaction of TiO2 with Na+ would
inevitably result in the amorphization of host structures.
Particularly for crystalline anatase TiO2, the large stress and
strain induced by the accommodation of large Na+ would
distort both the local structure of TiO6 and its long-range
connectivity. Lastly, it appears noteworthy that this amorphiza-
tion transition is irreversible as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Na+ Insertion and Extraction: O and Na Perspectives.

We now return to the flower-like structures (containing Na, C,
and O as shown in Figure 2) that appear in the discharge
process and disappear in the charge process along with the Na+

uptake/release as well as the formation/disappearance of
metallic Ti during the first cycle. It is highly necessary to
provide structural analysis of those structures to further
understand the Na+ interaction with TiO2 NTs. Moreover,
the irreversible amorphization phenomenon during the Na+

insertion/extraction is discovered based on the above Ti local
structure analysis; hence, it is essential to scrutinize the
electronic structures of the fully charged materials (i.e., sodium
titanate), which allow for the reversible Na+ uptake/release in
the following cycling and are responsible for the superior
cyclability (Figure S2). Therefore, XANES analysis from the O
(Figure 5a−c) and Na (Figure 5d−f) perspectives has been
carried out.
First, as flower-like structures cover most of the electrode

surface by discharging at 0.01 V (Figure 1d and Figure 1g),
their structural analysis is accomplished by inspecting the
surfaces of am-3 and c-3 using TEY XANES. Figure 5a shows
the O K-edge XANES of standard Na2CO3, Ti2O3, anatase and
rutile TiO2 for comparison. In general, except Na2CO3, the O
K-edge XANES more or less shows the typical TiO2 features
A−E. Whereas the origins of peaks A and B can be assigned to
the electronic transitions from O 1s to 2p covalently hybridized
with the t2g and eg states of Ti 3d, respectively, peaks C and D
result from the O 2p hybridized with the Ti 4s and 4p states,
and the presence of feature E usually suggests the long-range
order of the associated structure.26,27,30 By comparison with
standards, the O K-edge TEY XANES spectra of both am-3 and
c-3 (Figure 5b) exhibit the dominant Na2CO3 features
(indicated by green and orange arrows) coupled with TiO2
features (peaks C, D, and possibly B), which clearly illustrate
that the flower-like structures covered on the top of electrodes
are mainly Na2CO3. Further evidence is provided by the Na K-
edge XANES analysis. In general, Na K-edge absorption
involves the electronic transition from Na 1s to 3p states, which
brings the four distinct resonances (s1−s4) at the main-edge
region of Na2CO3 (Figure 5d).40 Consistently, the Na K-edge

TEY XANES spectra of both am-3 and c-3 deliver the
characteristic Na2CO3 features, which doubly confirm the
Na2CO3 nature of these flower-like structures. Nonetheless,
results from a recent report point out that the similar flower-
like structures hold a pseudo-amorphous form with a chemical
structure close to NaO2,

8 in contrast to our Na2CO3 finding
revealed by EDX mapping (Figure 2) and the O K-edge and Na
K-edge analysis (Figure 5b and Figure 5e). We believe that
since the claimed NaO2 in the literature is extremely unstable,
so we conjecture that the formation of Na2CO3 is a more
common form in SIB material study using a carbonate-based
electrolyte.40

Second, in order to investigate the electronic structures of
fully charged amorphous and anatase TiO2 NTs with respect to
their differences compared to those fresh ones before
discharging, XANES spectra recorded in PFY mode are
collected at the O K-edge and Na K-edge. Note that PFY
rather than TEY XANES mode is applied to distinguish the O
and Na local structures of fully charged NTs from those of
surface Na2CO3 residuals.
As shown in Figure 5c, by comparison of the O K-edge PFY

XANES of am-1 and am-5, a general broad spectral pattern
together with the enhanced intensity of peak B in am-5 is
observed. Similar change also happens to the anatase NTs
before discharging (c-1) and after fully charging (c-5), albeit the
intensity increase of peak B in c-5 is not as significant as that in
am-5. A couple of features must be noted. First, the broadening
of O K-edge XANES indicates the O local structures in both
amorphous and anatase NTs are distorted after the first cycle of
Na+ insertion/extraction.26 In particular, the anatase host
structure suffers the breakage of its long-range order as features
C, D, and E are smoothed out noticeably. Second, the
enhanced intensity of peak B could be due to the contribution
of (1) Na2CO3 impurity (resonance at the energy location of
feature B in Figure 5a) or (2) reduced Ti oxide species (e.g.,
Ti2O3 exhibits intense peak B over A in Figure 5a) or (3) the
change of O−Ti coordination number and the connectivity of
the TiO6 aroused by the leftover Na+ in NTs after fully
charging.40 To confirm the third point, Figure 5f includes the
Na K-edge PFY XANES of am-5 and c-5. Unlike the several
resonances s1−s4 shown at the Na K-edge XANES of Na2CO3
(Figure 5d), both am-5 and c-5 exhibit the two similar broad
features located between 1080 and 1100 eV, which are in
accordance with our previous report of amorphous sodium
titanate,40 where the form of broad features typically indicates
the local order of Na+.40−42 Therefore, results from both O and
Na perspectives are in alignment with the above Ti analysis and
unambiguously reveal that both amorphous and anatase TiO2
NTs transform to the amorphous sodium titanate NTs after the
first cycle of Na+ insertion/extraction. It is worth noting that
the sodiated titanates result from two different host materials
and because of their history might exhibit different electronic
behavior, which totally explains why they provide different areal
capacities for the long-term cyclability although both of them
deliver the reversible Na+ uptake/release capability (Figure S2).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Highly ordered TiO2 NT arrays in both amorphous and anatase
phases have been synthesized using electrochemical anodiza-
tion, coupled with a postannealing process for the preparation
of the latter. The electrochemical interaction between Na+ and
TiO2 has been investigated using these amorphous and anatase
TiO2 NTs as anode materials for the cycling of Na+ uptake/
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release. The associated local structure variations of amorphous
and anatase TiO2 at the first cycle are comparatively examined
using XANES. From the electrochemical perspective, amor-
phous TiO2 NTs exhibit a lower sodiation potential and higher
areal capacity than anatase ones due to the distorted structure,
porosity, and rich defects involved in the former, allowing easier
accommodation of Na+ than the latter. Nonetheless, anatase
TiO2 with its two-dimensional ionic diffusion tunnels can also
uptake Na+ quickly after initial sodiation. From the XANES
results, we find that the surfaces/near surfaces of amorphous
and anatase TiO2 NTs show a partial reduction of TiO2 into
metallic Ti upon initial Na+ insertion, which is most likely due
to the decomposition of unstable sodium titanate formed at the
electrolyte/electrode interface. Meantime, amorphous TiO2
NT with its more active nature results in a larger amount of
metallic Ti than its anatase counterpart during initial sodiation.
More interestingly, the surface/near surface XANES analysis
reveals that both amorphous and anatase TiO2 NTs undergo
irreversible phase transformations to amorphous sodium
titanates after full charge at the first cycle; similar irreversible
process with the formation of stable amorphous sodium titanate
in the bulk is also found from the bulk sensitive XANES
characterization. Accordingly, these newly formed structures,
other than the original amorphous and anatase TiO2, are
responsible for the subsequent battery performance. Further
analysis is underway to characterize the as-formed amorphous
sodium titanates, where a detailed structural analysis will
contribute to the understanding of the process and hence a
pathway leading to the optimal performance of these materials
for functional battery design.
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